
EVENT REPORT:

EVENT: Woman’s Day DATE:08.03.2022

EVENT DETAILS:

International woman’s day on march 8th celebrated in
GDC Chintapalli. Organized by IQAC Coordinator
Mrs.K.Santhoshi lecturer in chemistry invited by special
chief guest Mr.Sri.Tushar Dhubi (I.P.S) ASP of Police
Department. He is addressed the students and staff. He
spoke about what level of efficiency exhibit if given
opportunity he also asked women\girls to feel proud
they are women, mother, daughter, officer, doctor
and capable of holding every kind executive role .
After that some faculty and students were responded
on the occasion. The chair of the programme, the
principle spoke issues on achieving gender equality and
woman’s empowerment. The programme is ended
with vote of thanks by the coordinator..



International Woman’s day:

Chief Guest: Sri.Tushar Dhubi I.P.S



EVENT:Guest lecture DATE:11.03.2022

EVENT DETAILS:

Department of Telugu of GDC Chintapalli Organized a guest
lecture on “ ” on 12th march 2022 a Special Guest
Dr.Bamiipalli Gowri Shankar, Professor of Telugu Department
from Andhra University is invited an delivered a lecture on
the Topic. All the Staff and Students were actively
participated in the programme. The Principal sir addressed
the gathering and garlanded the speaker.

Guest lecture by Dr.Bamidipalli Gouri Shanker
( Professor of Telugu department in Andhra University.)



EVENT REPORT:

EVENT DETAILS:

National Martyr's Day Celebrations- Government
Degree College Chintapalli.

On March 23 is declared to be National Martyr's Day.
To honour the martyrs of the country, Chintapalli
Degree College is hugely organized a program on
March 23 2022. The principal of the college is
organized and chaired the program and shared a few
words about freedom fighters, namely Bhagat Singh,
Shivaram Rajguru, and Sukhdev Thapar, and how they
were hanged by the British. He also stated that Bhagat
Singh was born on September 28, 1907, in Lyallpur,
Punjab. Bhagat Singh, together with his companions
Rajguru, Sukhdev, Azad, and Gopal, fought for the
assassination of Lala Lajpat Rai.

The Princial explained the origin and
importance of the slogan "Inquillab Zindabad". He
motivated and inspired the students with national

EVENT: National Martyrs Day DATE:.23.03.2022



spirit. Other faculty members and students are actively
participated the program.


